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Next Two Strolls Cancelled
I am afraid that I am cancelling the next Stroll on October 29th which would have
followed the River Crane in Richmond. I have been having intermittent problems
with walking and this particular Stroll is around 6 miles and I cannot be sure that
I will be able to do it on the day, so I feel it is better to cancel now rather than at
the last minute.
The November Stroll following the River Beck is much shorter and would
probably be ok. However, it does involve quite a lot of walking on muddy and
steep tracks and with the Autumn looking wetter and wetter I feel it would be
better for us all to postpone this one until the spring.
That makes our next meeting the Photography Christmas lunch which we will try
and arrange for the last Tuesday in January - 28th. We will confirm that as soon
as possible.
We might try and arrange a winter/Christmas lights “pop up Stroll near to
Christmas so keep you eyes open for late information.
Our Strolls for next year should start at the end of March and details will follow
in due course. I am wondering if it would be sensible for either another member
to come on the recce, so we have a backup plan or alternatively to take on
organising a Stroll. If you think you could help, please get in touch.

Tuesday Photography Group
Pauline and I have been really pleased with the response from members of the
group in relation to next terms Programme. So, thank you all for your
contribution and for your helpful comments on suggestions made by other
members. Pauline myself and a couple of other members of the group will be
getting together towards the end of the week to discuss the suggestions and to
formulate the Programme. If you do want to add anything, please contact
Pauline and I in the next couple of days .
The picture subject for November is anything botanical so if anyone still has not taken their
pictures my advice is get moving before the weather really closes in.

Camera World Live
Stuart has sent me details of Camera World Live which is next weekend it is quite near to Liverpool
Station. There is a code which you cn enter to see if you can get free tickets it is : CWVIPC

Magnum Photography

Julia has sent me details of an exhibition of work by Magnum
Photographers . You can find out more here http://www.stratford-herald.com/102606-magnumphoto-exhibition-opens-compton-verney.html and at http://www.comptonverney.org.uk/ The
website seems rather confusing so check carefully before you trek to the midlands.

Contribute?
If you wish to contribute to PhotoNews please send details to me.
If you wish to unsubscribe from PhotoNews please send me an email.
Roger Mead rogermead@btconnect.com
020 8852 1512

